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Gas refused at car washes
By Susan Hathaway
One recent morning an SJSU
graduate student drove into a car washservice station to buy gasoline and was
told he would have to have his car
washed before he could get any gas.
This happened on an extremely rainy
day.
According to Robert Horger, director
of the County Department of Weights,
Measures and Consumer Affairs, this is
in violation of federal regulations which
state it is illegal to force customers to
buy other things before they can purchase gasoline.
Horger said his office has recently

been flooded with consumer complaints
about gasoline sellersTuesday
morning alone he received over 100
such calls.
Horger stated his office has received
reports indicating that there are five
local car washes which have
established the policy of insisting
customers must pay for a car wash
before buying gas. Among them are the
Beaver car washes, Lozano car wash
and others, he said.
"They’re really taking advantage of
the consumer," Horger said. But he
said this situation, although "in
violation of the Federal Energy Office

price rules," exists because the energy
office "doesn’t have the people to enforce the rules."
Horger added that the car washservice stations often stay open longer
than normal service stations, thus they
get the business of gas-desperate
drivers who have to fill up, little
realizing an obligatory car wash awaits
them too.
And the standard policy is no wash,
no gas, Horger said.
Although
there
are
federal
regulations prohibiting this, Horger
explained, the state has no such laws.
Thus he said both state and local of-

ficials are powerless to enforce the
federal rules.
The answer, according to Horger, is
an amendment of the federal laws
giving more enforcing power to states,
counties and cities.
Meanwhile, the car washes which
have been taking advantage of the fuel
crisis continue to "exploit" the consumer, Horger said.
According to the manager at one
Beaver car wash, his customers are
required to have their autos washed
before getting a fill and this policy has
been in effect "since the gas shortage."

Recess insures A.S. vote

Leonardi vetoes allocations
In an unorthodox move the A.S.
Council voted Wednesday to recess
rather than adjorn its weekly meeting.
The council took this action after A.S.
President Rudi Leonardi announced he
had vetoed two council allocations.
According to Rick Marks, A.S. vicepresident, by recessing rather than
adjourning the meeting, the council
was able to insure its power to override
the vetoes.
From the constitituional standpoint,
the A.S. constitution states that the
president must submit written
notification of his vetoes at the next
regularly scheduled meeting. The
constitution also states that the council
may override the veto by a two-thirds
vote of those present. It does not state
at what meeting the vote must be taken.
Leonardi, however, did not submit

written notification of his vetoes, instead he verbally notified the council.
Leonardi vetoed the $100 allocation to
the Student Community Learning
Experience (SCALE), and the $500
allocation to the Women’s Health
Course.
Leonardi said he vetoed the SCALE
allocation because Bob Martin, dean of
student services, "told me he would
cover it ( the $100) if asked."
The $500 allocated to the Women’s
Health Course was to be used to print
700 booklets, which would be sold for
between 75 cents and $1, said Leonard’.
Leonardi explained that if 700
booklets were printed and sold, there
could be up to $700 raised. According to
Leonardi the council would have no
legal way of controlling what happened
to the money.

mean I oppose the booklet."
The original allocation stiuplated that
Joint Effort features
the council underwrite $300 of the $500
given. The organization receiving
underwritten funds must pay that
amount back to the council.
The president recommended that the
council pass a new allocation. "If they
pass a new allocation underwriting the
total $500," said Leonardi, "I will not
veto it. We would then be assured of
getting our money back."
In other action the council allocated
$100 to the Peer Drop-In Center, and
$100 to the Native American Club.
The council also passed a motion
supporting the
Anti -Imperialist
Rudi Leonardi
By Susan Hathaway
coordinating Committee’s demonThe energy crunch has caused a new
Leonardi also explained that he stration next Monday. The AICC will be
supports the booklet. "I endorse the demonstrating against Standard Oil of fatality.
Atlantic Richfield, the company
health booklet idea. This veto does not California.
which operates ARCO service stations,
recently established a policy of not
honoring bank credit cards such as
BankAinericard and Master Charge.
The reason for this is that the stations
people back for the past losses of freedom nor for the current suffering that they must pay an approximate two per cent
are now under," the SLA said.
charge to the banks for use of these
Contents of the message were first relayed by television newsman John Lester cards and these days, "We just can’t
selected by other correspondents to meet with the Hearst family as "pool" afford it," according to one ARCO
reporterquoted the message as saying Miss Hearst would be held in accordance attendant at a Los Gatos station.
with the Geneva Conventions and her status won’t change until the status of SLA
However, ARCO stations still honor
"soldiers" Remiro and Little changes.
their own credit card and gladly accept
Lester said Miss Hearst spoke for only 10 seconds, saying: "Today is Feb. 19. cash.
This morning the shah of Iran executed two men at dawn." In two previous taped
A Bank of America spokesman stated
communications she has given similar news items to pinpoint the day the message the economy was primarily to blame
was made.
for ARCO’s new policy.
Last Monday, Feb. 18, two men convicted of leading a plot to kidnap Iranian
They don’t want to pay out any more
royalty were executed by a firing squad in Tehran. The men were described as
anarchists and were accused of plotting to kill the royal family after kidnaping
themif the government did not realse political prisoners.
There was no immediate explanation of the Feb. 19 date.
The transcript said Hearst’s plan, scheduled to begin Friday, won’t be acceptable unless numberous new demands are totally met. These include:

ARCO stations refuse
bank credit cards,
but gladly accept cash

Kidnapers demand additional $4 million

NMI

HILLSBOROUGH (AP) Theiridnapers of Patricia Hearst accused her father of
’’throwing a few crumbs to the people" yesterday and demanded he add another $4
million within 24 hours to a $2 million food giveaway.
A source close to newspaper executive Randolph A. Hearst said commitments
for another $4 million in free food would be sought immediately from grocery
stores and others in the effort to secure freedom for Patty Hearst, abducted 17
days ago.
It was uncertain whether this would be acceptable to her guerrilla captors or
whether they would settle only for a personal $4 million contribution. Hearst has
placed his personal assests at around $2 million.
The kidnapers said "that the total amount of 96 million be allotted to your
(Hearst’s) designated ’People in Need’ or charity organizations within 24 hours of
receipt of this order and that the food be available to the people within one week of
receipt of this order."
The Symbionese Liberation Army, which claims responsibility for the kidnaping, warned that Miss Hearst would be "executed immediately" if any attempt
was made to rescue her"or to injure or to capture our captive soldiers."
This was an apparent reference to SLA members Joseph Remiro, 27, and Russell
Little, 24, charged with muder in the cyanide-bullet assassination of Oakland
School Supt. Marcus Foster last Nov. 6. They are being held in San Quentin Prison.
"Once we see compliance with these specifications and the program well under
way, then, as we have previously stated, we will begin negotiations for the release
of your daughter," the SLA said.
The transcript of the latest communique from the mysterious and multiracial
SLA was made public in segments and the 24-hour time limit was not known until a
latter portion became available.
In the message, the SLA claimed the Hearst corporate and personal wealth
’’does in fact go into the hundreds and hundreds of millions.
"Even if Mr. Hearst was to give all that to the people he could never pay the

Registration
over; $5 fee
charge today
Late registration packet turn-in and
fee payments will be handled in the
lobby of the Registrar’s Office today
between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m., and a $5.00
late regisrration fee will be charged.
Packets not turned in today will
require a special petition for late
packet turn-in, which will have to be
approved by the Director of Admissions
and Records.

"That an additional $4 million be added to the $2 million already allotted,
making a total of $6 million to be used for the purchase of food. That this total $6
million figure be disbursed to the cities of San Francisco, Oakland and East Palo
Alto.
"That $70 be given over a one-month period to each family coming to
receive food. That is, by the end of one month’s time, a total of $70 of food will have
been given to each family.
e "That all foods distributed be of top quality. And that no attempt be made to
distribute garbage, or clothes or surplus storage foods of government commodities
to the people."

Rebate on state tax
available to renters
For the first time in California,
renters are entitled to a tax rebate
ranging from $25 to $45.
A California resident who rented and
occupied a California premise, which
was his principal place of residence on
March 1, 1973, qualifies for the tax
credit or refund, according to a State
Franchise Board spokeswoman.
To receive the rebate one must file a
California income tax form before April
15.

David Reyes

singer Rachel tonight.

The renters rebate was instituted to
provide renters with a "break" comparative to the one available to home
owners through the county, explained
the board spokeswoman.
County residents who own houses can
apply for $1,750 through home owner
exemptions.
According to the rebate policy if a
renter was a resident part of the year,
he is entitled to a partial rebate.

Ihside
the
Daily
SJSU professor, Peter Venuto
clashes with the San Jose city
council. See Barbara Price’s story
on page three.
Fouad Alkisswani, A.S. attorney
general assails the Spartan Daily.
See page two.
"A Case of Rape," an NBC movie
explores the plight of the rape
victim. See Joan Baldwin’s review,
page five.

than they have to," he said.
However, according to this person,
ARCO was the only major company at
this time to establish such a policy.
But some smaller stations in the San
Jose area have also begun not honoring
bank credit cards.
This doesn’t surprise the Bank of
America spokesman. He stated it is
these stations "that are feeling the
pinch." He also revealed the fact that
some smaller stations have been
charging their customers a service
charge if bank credit cards are used for
the purchase. According to him, this
money is kept by the station.
According to one local Mobil station,
that company still honors bank credit
cards, but a new policy like ARCO’s
was a "possibility."

Frightening JDL note
Hillel not connected,
writer still unknown

A threatening letter written to two
guest lecturers in a Middle Eastern
studies class Wednesday has "obviously nothing to do with Hillel,"
according to the club’s president I.isa
Sinizer.
Journalist’s Mr. and Mrs. F. Lowe
were stunned Wednesday as they began
their lecture in the "Middle East and
the World Today" class.
On the podium was an envelope
addressed to the two lecturers. Inside
was an advertisement for the course
clipped from the Spartan Daily with the
words "JDI. (Jewish Defense League
Knows You" in bold letters pasted
across it.
Jewish students’
Hillel,
the
organization on campus, was mentioned by the class coordinator Firouz
Sedarat. He said at the time that Hillel
probably had nothing to do with the
letter although the organization
previously had been contacted and
invited to offer the pro-Israel view in

the class.
Sinizer, Hillel president, said she was
sorry someone felt the need to write the
letter.
"There is no JDI. in San Jose," the
student claimed. "There is no South
Bay Area group. The nearest is San
Francisco."
Sinizer pointed out the JD1, is a very
small group and that most Jewish
people do not agree with what it does.
However, she emphasized no one
connected with Hillel had anything to
do with the letter.
"We’re ( Hillel ) also for academic
freedom," she said. "We want to make
sure both sides are presented." Sedarat
had said no one from Hillel attended the
class.
The Hillel president went on to point
out that she will be meeting soon with
Sedarat and one of the course’s instructors, Jeanne Friedman. They will
discuss a means to present both sides of
the issue in the class.
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Trustees to study penalty tactic proposal
By Janet Parker
The problem facing the student who can’t get the courses he needs to
graduate is being tackled by the State University and College system board of
trustees.
Proposals were made earlier this year to penalize those students who fill up
classroom space by enrolling in courses not required for their major.
SJSU administrators have mixed reactions to such penalizing tactics.
Clyde Brewer, dean of admissions and records, reacted to one proposal that
students be charged extra tuition when signing up for unnecessary courses.
That proposal was rejected by the trustees.
"If anyone should be penalized it should be the college or the trustees,"
Brewer said. "The student is the last one that should be penalized."
Brewer said he can understand the rationale of not wanting to spend taxpayers’ money when not necessary. However, he said, until the college devises
a better system of registration, it may not be the student’s fault.
He noted the problem may be the college’s failure to meet the demands of
students who need required courses. A student who can’t get the class he needs
will enroll in an alternative just to get a sufficient number of units.
In addition, he said, a student should have the option of being able to change
his major at anytime. However, he said students who continually change
majors or add and drop classes should be of concern to the college.

"A lot of students don’t realize what their goal is until their second, third or
even fourth year," he added. "A student should have the option to change his
goal."
Brewer added that Computer Assisted Registration (CAR) scheduled for use
this fall, may be an aid in this problem.
"That is one of our hopes," the dean said. "That’s what we are breaking our
backs over."
Brewer said CAR also will give the college the information it needs to
determine if there really is a problem with students not being able to get all the
classes they need.
Graduate Studies Dean Gail P. Fullerton said she doesn’t feel the board of
trustees is truely aiming at penalizing anyone.
"The idea was that the state’s contribution to a person’s bachelor of arts
degree is one thing," she said. "Past that point the student should be paying for
himself."
She stressed the problem is particularly difficult in fields where there is some
waiting for classes.
"I have mixed feelings about the idea of a penalty," he cited. "The question
apparently is moot right now."
Fullerton did point out that the college system has adopted one policy in this
area. As of fall 1973 a student can be put on probation for repeatedly failing to

progress towards a stated degree or other program objective.
::.
"I think this is a good policy," she stated. "What it would do is warn a student.
Some students need to be prodded along."
James Roberts, dean of the School of Business, said the perennial or nonprogressing student is a problem. He can reduce the effectiveness of a class and
take up valuable space.
He agreed with Fullerton that it is a question of what obligation the state has
to provide education free of charge.
"I hear much in conversations about students not getting their classes," he
said. "It’s hard to assess if there is a real problem."
Milburn Wright, dean of the School of Business, feels there is "no merit in
providing for a penalty."
"As long as there is going to be a restriction on resources, there will have to :::
be some limitations for students," he said. However, he feels the penalty
system is not a reasonable answer.
He stated in the Business Department students may enroll in extention and
:.:
external degree programs for extra fees.
"I don’t view those extra fees as a penalty but rather an opportunity," he
said.
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The battle to put the 1974 Marijuana Initiative on the
November ballot is almost lost.
Today is the deadline for supporters to file petitions
with the Santa Clara County Registrar’s Office, and
CMI workers expect to be about 25 per cent short of the
325,000 signatures required.
A similar initiative attempt last year brought close
to 21,000 signatures in this county by the final filing
datethis year CMI backers have only collected
12,000.
Members of the Coalition Marijuana Initiative
speculate that the general public expected the
measure to pass with ease, and did not make much of
an effort to sign and distribute petitions for the needed
signatures.
Unfortunately, the public has revealed its apathy at
a time when public opinion is supposedly running in
favor of the decriminalization of marijuana.
Now that it is too late public interest is finally
rearing its head, with petition efforts now at their
highest point of the whole campaign.
CMI workers have fought for the needed signatures
only to have their battle end with the 325,000 goal still a

long way away.
In an attempt to gain easy passage for the measur
on the ballot, this year’s initiative was somewhany
stricter than last year’s. There is a possibility that thi
stricter initiative was not effectively publicized
thereby losing the support of more conservativis
Californians.
31
Now that the 1974 CMI initiative has failed the nexte
step will be to refile under a new sponsorship by Juns
of this year.
All of the signatures from the recent drive will Ix!
invalidated and CMI backers will have to start frond
scratch.
This may be the final effort of the initiative and,
hopefully, CMI backers will be able to push the drive
to the ballot.
However, if indeed public opinion runs in favor ol
decriminalization of marijuana, then the public should
voice this opinion by signing petitions and at least
giving the measure a chance on the ballot.
The initiative itself could use a little initiative from
the people.
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’Modest’ profits
(;otal morning kotieriea

Women’s lib reversing roles?
*********** ************************** * * **** Be

The fires of feminism just
fricasseed my friend John.
Until last week he had run his
love life like a punch press, picking
up unsuspecting young college
women and shooting holes in their
trust and innocence.
I’ve often asked him if he ever
got tired of this wild existence. He
would shrug like I’m talking an
alien language and continue cooly
discussing the merits and demerits
of his latest flame.
But the last time I saw John, he
was hung up.
"Things really developed fast
between this chick and me," he
said. It seemed like she was
calling the shots and, well, things
just happened really fast."
Well, what happened?"
John gestured with his hands and
communicated in a sort of regined
hubba-hubba worthy of his position
as an upper division university
student.
"1 started thinking," he murmured. "Here’s this chick who is
crazy about me. A real upfront
lady who says what’s on her mind.
She would probably be really good
for me. So, I figure on going with
her for a while.’’
"Sheeet," I articulated. "You
actually wanted a one-to-one

meaningful, fulfilling, otheroriented, unselfish, positive
natured, mutually beneficial
relationship with a self-realized
woman?" Or words to that effect.
John nodded; then his face went
blank like someone remembering a
nightmare.
"I don’t know," he muttered. "In
the morning, she just took off. I
started talking about relationships
and how I really dig her and she
just patted me on the head and took
off."
He hasn’t seen her since. His first
"meaningful relationship" was a
one-night stand.
It is one thing for a male to be all
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noble and repentant as he breaks
away from the traditional double
standard. And it is a good thing for
men to attach more emotional
commitment to the physical acts of
intimacy.
But that’s not all there is to it,
Cassanova. It’s another thing to be
victimized by a reversal of the
double standard.
It was almost kind of funny to
watch John lick his emotional
wounds.
But what if more women are
succumbing to the values, or
rather lack of values, of the double
standard, of manipulation, of
narrow self gratification and exploitation?
If women’s liberation means
reverse enslavement, I’ll root for
my side.

NEW YORK (AP)General
Motors had just announced earnings of $2.4 billion on sales of $35.8
billion in 1973, neither figure ever
before attained by the world’s
biggest manufacturer. But the
company wasn’t altogether happy.
"The lower profit margin in 1973
again points out the continuing
problem of cost increases," the
company said.
GM wasn’t the only company
disturbed about its record high
results in 1973. Bethlehem Steel
showed a tremendous earnings
increase to $206.6 billion from
$134.6 billion in 1972 on a 33 per cent
increase in sales.
Stewart
Cort,
But,
said
Bethlehem chairman, "Our earnings weren’t what they could and
should have been. Our profit
margins remain disappointly low."
Along with U.S. Steel, whose
profits rose 108 per cent,
Bethlehem Steel threatened to sue
the Cost of Living Council for
"price relief."
In case after case, as one corporation after another reports its
most profitable year in history, the
announcement carries an explanatory paragraph pointing out
that profit margins or rates of
return really weren’t as good as
expected.
In GM’s case, profit margins

were indeed off, from 7.1 per cent
on each dollar of sales in 1972 to 6.7
per cent in 1973. Improvements in
its products, GM claimed, were
only partially recovered in price
increases.
By industry standards, GM is
highly efficient. Since 1966 the best
profit margin attained by the industry as a whole was 6.5 per cent.
In 1970 it dropped as low as 2.4 per
cent. Last year American Motors
had a 1.8 per cent profit margin.
In 1973, Bethlehem Steel earned
4.9 per cent on revenues and U.S.
Steel 4.6 per cent.
Each complained in the industry’s best years their margins
were much higher. Bethlehem
earned 7.3 per cent in 1957, and U.S.
Steel earned 8.9 per cent in the
KISSINGER OFFERS

years 1955-1957.
It is because of these per.
centages that U.S. Steel felt
justified in issuing a complaint that
must have amused, confused or
angered some elements of the
public.
"Despite this modest level of
earnings while operating at peak,"
said U.S. Steel, "the Cost of Living
Council’s action Jan. 25 denied us
the opportunity to pass through
further increased costs."
Do profit margins really tell the
story? One part of it, anyway. This
is an expanding country with
growing industries, executives
note, and record sales in good
times are to be expected. Without
citing profit margins, however,
they feel perspective may be lost.
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Speak Out!
The Spartan Daily encourages
letters or guest columns from those
who care, on or off campus.
For quick and full publication,
letters should be limited to 14 inches or about 500 words.
Correspondence should be typed
and signed and include the address
and telephone number of the

author.
The editor reserves the right to
edit for taste, libel, space or style
and to cease publication on
exhausted topics.
Please bring your thoughts to the
Spartan Daily, JC208, or mail them
to the Department of Journalism,
SJSU, San Jose, Ca. 95192.

Leiter. tto the editor, --

Alkisswani raps ’wet sponge’ editorial
There is a principle which is a
bar against information, which is a
proof against all argument and
which cannot fail to keep a man in
everlasting ignorance. That
principle is condemnation before
investigation.
Indeed, ignorance is the mother
of indifference. I’m not going to
philosophize with the Spartan
Daily. I’ll put it in plain English as
they do in the Daily.
In the Spartan Daily of Dec. 19,
1973, an editorial contained a big
headline "Wet Sponge Needs
Restraint." First, the Daily said I
called for Glen Guttormsen’s
resignation because he cancelled
his appointment with me. That is
not true.
On Dec. 10, 1973, I wrote a letter
to Mr. Guttormsen saying that if he
is not going to investigate the
mismanagement of funds of the
Associated Students and serve the

interest of this campus or its
students, he should resign. I told
him, "Students come first, Mr.
Guttormsen."
Second, in a previous editorial
about my flyer on A.S. stationary
expressing my opinion, the Spartan
Daily said that the A.S. Council
directed the A.S. Judiciary to rule
on whether Alkisswani’s action
was legal or not.
Come on, this is misrepresentation of facts. You people at the
Daily know darn well that on Nov.
13, 1973 the Judiciary cleared me of
that charge.
Thirdly, the Spartan Daily
concluded by saying, "We at the
Daily ... are familiar with his
antics. The campus community
should take note, too, and absorb
him like a wet sponge, if he fails to
exercise some much -needed
restraint." Let me ask you, my
dear students, who needs restraint,

me or the Spartan Daily? You be
the judge:
o Oct. 18, 1973The Daily gave
Carol Doda almost half a page
explaining the mental rigors of
topless dancers. All the Daily does
is write about the topless
profession, homosexuality, drug
initiatives, and police brutality. It
took the Spartan from Sept. 20 to
Oct. 5, 1973 to report about the bad
conduct of a teacher on campus
and not until after I pushed the
editor to print the story about this
teacher.
o The print shop raised its prices
almost 200 per cent. Example,
students used to be able to bind a
book for $2.50 and now they bind it
for $3.50 because of the bad
Leonardi’s
of
management
government. But the Daily never
reported that.
o The council stays after 6 p.m.
on Wednesdays just to get a free

meal at our expense. The Daily
never reported that.
o Dec. 7, 1973a big headline
from the Daily, "LeonardiNo
revelaed
Asked
Me"
One
Leonardi’s advance loan. It was
me and my staff who exposed him.
The Daily never would have.
Anyway, my dear friends, you
cannot trust this present administration and the Third World
Coalition. They have a mini Watergate and, as you all know,
the Daily won’t even dare open its
mouth because it doesn’t want to
lose the $30,000 in subsidies from
the Leonardi government.
Fouad A. Alkisswani
A.S. Attorney General

Terrorist tactics
With all the attention presently
being given the SLA and their
kidnaping of Patricia Hearst, the
question of violence and military
action by leftist types is once again
being posed by many people.
The media has come out strongly
stating that kidnaping is a terrorist
action and has tried to compare the
SLA with revolutionary groups in
South America.

How absurd! Of course the
tactics of the SLA seem terroristic.
They are! Their killing of Marcus
Foster, while having some basis, is
far from justified. Kidnaping
Patricia Hearst, possibly with all
Editors note:
The Spartan Daily stands behind good intentions, is no way to help
facts presented in past stories and further a revolutionary goal.
The Tupamaros or Uruguay also
editorials about Fouad Alkisswani.

employ kidnaping, but the
correlation between them and the
SLA ends there. Actions by the
Tupamaros are well thought out
actions with a truly revolutionary
goal in mind. But don’t take my
word.
Sunday night in the Student
Union, "State of Siege" is playing,
which is an excellent film about the
urban guerrillas operating in
Uruguay.
When first released, the film was
banned from showing in the
Kennedy Memorial Center in
Washington, D. C., because of its
"controverisal" (true) facts. And
there have been many facts since
its release to document the film.
After you see it, maybe you can
decide the difference between
revolutionary and terroristic actions.
Jim Welsh
New College Junior

a
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SJSU professor scorned

Venuto’s population level proposal blasted
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By Barbara Price
A wave of derisision met
the introduction of an advisory measure by Dr. Peter
Venuto, SJSU assistant
management professor, at
San Jose’s City Council
meeting last Tuesday.
The
council
denied
Venuto’s ballot proposal,
which called for a citizen
vote on the most desirable
level of population for San
Jose.
Venuto, a contender for
San Joe’s mayoral seat, said
the results of an airport
study conducted by his
Business 166 class propelled
him to submit the measure.
Venuto
apparently
triggered the fire from the
council when he said he was
"disappointed" with Mayor
Norman Mineta for not
having the measure placed
on the ballot.
The professor later termed
the reaction of the council a
"set-up."
"I think it was planned,"
he said.
Another mayoral candidate, Councilman Al
Garza, had charged Venuto
with being an "elitist and an
exclusionist."
"According to your rules,"
said Garza, "no one would
have the right to move into
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town. When would you start
dealing with who should
have children? Who should
survive?"
Garza said the proposal
was an echo of "Lebensraum," the Nazi German
phrase for "room for living"
that was part of Hitters plan
for conquest.
But it was Venuto who at
one point referred to a
"fascist" trend in government that was resulting in
"not enough democracy."
"This talk about a fascist
organization is ridiculous,"
countered Mayor Norman
Mineta. "It takes the action
of the Whole council to put
something like this on the
ballot."
"I don’t know how you
espected me to do it alone,"
Mineta said, "unless you
want to turn back the clock.
Venuto later admitted to
the Spartan Daily that he
hoped
Mineta
would
spearhead acceptance of the
measure.
"The rest of the council
would tend to go along with
him" said Venuto. "He has
quite a strong political

machine."
Venuto explained, "If the
public wants a growth plan,
Mineta’s done a pretty good
job .of providing it."
"It is very important,"
said Venuto, "to bring the
matter out into the open and
find out how the people feel
on the growth issue."
"I felt there was some
leadership needed in this
area," the professor explained. "A little more
government by the people."
At the meeting Councilperson Roy Naylor said
there wasn’t any need for the
advisory
measure
on
population since the city has
its own growth projections as
part of its urban development policy.
The the wording of the
proposal was criticized by
Mineta: "It can’t be as
wishy-washy
as
this
proposed wording."
"I’m not even sure how
these things would apply on
the ballot," added Mineta.
Venuto admitted the
wording of the proposal
could be changed.
The professor’s suggested

By Dyane Hendricks
"Do fish swim?"
An odd question to ask a
drug userwhat could it
possibly have to do with a
rehabilitation center?
Questions like these are a
vital part of the Narconon
program in San Jose.
Narconon is a unique
program in that it does not
concentrate on the drug
problem itself, but rather the
problems that lead to it.
"What we’re doing is
taking a person who,
because of unawareness or
any kind of hang-up, is
having difficulty in life and
from that he’ll start to take
drugs and basically by
resolving the earlier area

Arnon GUTFELD

Peace in the Middle East
Today, 1:00 p.m.
Guadalupe Room, Student Union
(sponsored by American professors
for peace in the Middle East and Hillel)

where he was having
problems that person will no
longer need drugs," said
instructor Joe Feshbach.
But
unlike
other
rehabilitation
programs
Narconon is not restricted to
drug abusers.
Sharon Olson, a SJSU
graduate, came into the
program because "I knew
nothing of communications
and control. Drugs have
never been a part of it."
According to Feshbach,
the program is actually a
course where students are
taught the theory and
practicality of learning to
confront.
There are a seris of drills
where a person learns to just
confront another, to control
himself in any situation, to
acknowlege, to get his
questions answered and how
to deal with other people’s
problems.
One of the techniques used
is called bull baiting. The
object is to force a person to
get his question answered.
The questions are often
silly: "Do fish swim?" But
until he gets an answer to
that question, a person must
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measure asked voters to
"target
choose
as
a
population level" for San
650,000;
Jose; 524,000;
750,000; 850,000 or over 1
million.
Venuto conceded that his
lowest figure-524,000was
less than San Jose’s current
population of 533,000.
"That would be a protest
vote," he said.
Councilperson Suzanne
Wilson agreed with Venuto
that growth is the city’s most

candidate said his works
were misquoted and attacked by politicians who
"appear to have a majority
position."
"I made no reference to
the number of children
people could have," said
Venuto. "I know you can’t
build a wall around a city.
That would be acting in an
unconstitutional way."
"I made no request about
specific policy," continued
Venuto. "All I requested is
that they vote on the issue of
ballot
an
advisory
measure."
Though Venuto termed his
ballot proposal, "my personal thing," he said it was
based on the results of a
detailed analysis of conditions at San Jose Municipal
Airport by students of his
business organization and
environmental class.
"The class bogged down at
the point of whether the
airport should grow or not,"
said Venuto.
As a result, he said, the
students concluded that
there should be a public
ballot to decide whether to

Program deals with drugs
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Dr. Peter Venuto

important issue, but said, "It
seems to me to be needless to
put on an advisory vote."
And Councilperson Joe
Colla qualified his criticism
of Venuto by saying, "I’ve
seen you in action, and
there’s a lot of good about
you."
"Your messages about
ecology and the environment
are important," he said.
But Colla then swung his
verbal bat by demanding of
Venuto, "By what divine
right do you, assume the
responsibility of directing
the future growth of the City
of San Jose in terms of
population?"
"If the crowds are too
great for you, why don’t you
go back to wherever you
come from and take your
work
missionary
elsewhere," Colla said.
Venuto said, "There was
no implication in my
proposal to determine how
many people should live in
the city. My comments were
concerned about trends."
"They knew what I
Venuto
said
meant,"
Wednesday. The mayoral
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persist.
The point of the program is
training someone in basic
life skills. There is nothing
quick about it. A typical
course takes 12 weeks to
complete. There are six
courses in the program.
Narconon was started in
1966 by ex -drug addict
William Benitez. It has
expanded and now has
programs in 18 countries.
Seven months ago John
Brodie, formerly of the San
Francisco 49’ers, established
a Narconon center in Palo
Alto. The center in San Jose
opened one month ago as a
branch.
Although all instructors go
through extensive training,
some staff members are
people who have taken the
course themselves.
Denny Reyling, public
relations and supervisor in
Palo Alto, was "a musician
at the time I came into the
program. I was using a lot of
drugs but I really didn’t

consider drugs my problem.
I had a difficult time communicating with strange and
new people, which you have
to do a lot of as a musician.
"A friend told me about
the program and
its
techniques so I went through
the course and at the end I
really benefited.
"I happened to be a friend
of John Brodie’s so when he
opened the program in Palo
Alto, I went to work for
him."
While some funding for
Narconon comes from
government agencies, Feshbach said, "The students are
asked to pay some kind of
contribution and we are
funded by private donors."
However, both he and
Reyling are optimistic that
eventually the Palo Alto-San
Jose Narconon will be
funded by state and local
governments as in Delaware
and Maryland.
"Right now we’re doing
’all right’," commented

Low cost rabies clinic
in San Jose Saturday
A low cost anti -rabies
clinic for dogs will be held
from 2-4 p.m. Saturday at
two San Jose locations.
Dogs may be taken to the
Santa Clara County Health
Department, 2220 Moorpark
Ave., or to James Lick High
School, 57 N. White Road.
Vaccinations cost $2 and
must be repeated every two
years. In addition, licenses

may be purchased at the
clinic. Licenses for spayed
females or neutered males
are $3. Unaltered dog
licenses cost $6.
Sponsored by the Santa
Clara
County
Health
Department and the Santa
Clara Valley Veterinary
Medical Association, the
clinics are offered as a
public service.
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In reference to a lawsuit
filed by his organization
against the Air Pollution
Control Agency (APCA),
Venuto said, "I know it
angered quite a few people."
The APCA, which lost the
lawsuit, had refused to
identify "illegal pollutors"
on the grounds it would be
giving away trade secrets,
said Venuto.

If you’re not sure
what’s out there,
how can you
know where
you’re going or
how to get there?
The Chi nstidn Science
Monitor can help
It keeps you squarely
in the center of the bold
and exciting the important trends of thought
It gives a firsthand
close -in view of the
world s struggles and
achievements Yqu sen.
where you fit at f things
you can do
The Monitor dtsn t
do your thinking r you
Inn a quick readable style
it gives you the facts to
form your own decisions
News. commentary.
the arts, politics, science,
fashion. sports, business
the Monitor is an exciting daily newspaper
(Monday - Friday) Less
than 10t; a copy on your
special rate.

Vets office
circulating
petitions
The campus Office of
Veterans Affairs has drawn
up a petition to urge prompt
passage of Senate bill 2784,
the same bill the House of
Representatives
passed
earlier this week.
The bill would increase
monthly
payments
to
veterans.
The petition is available
now for signatures in
Building R, Office of
Veterans Affairs and in the
Student Union.
The petition will be given
to Sen. Alan Cranston on
Sunday to be taken back to
Washington and introduced
to the House. Cranston will
be in the area this weekend
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Reyling, "but we have some
new projects under way, one
of which is a heroin de-talk
center in Palo Alto. We’ll
have residential facilities at
the end of this month for it
and we are now seeking the
funds."
When asked who she would
recommend Narconon to,
Sharon Olson, another
student planning to become a
staff member, said "Every
one. I think most people are
not aware and confusion
evolves due to this lack of
awareness."
If you look closely at the
word "narconon" you will
see that it means "the absence of stupor." Reverse
that statement and you have
"awareness."
"So they ask a stupid
question," Feshbach
remarked, "but the point is
not what the question is but
that we are training them to
get a question answered. We
are teaching them to become
aware, to confront themselves."

seek minimal or maximum
growth.
Venuto said he is now
trying to build an issue based
campaign that deals with the
city’s needs.
"Too much of the political
science approach turns out
to be very manipulative,"
said Venuto. "I’m not approaching
this
as
a
politician,"
emphasized
Venuto.
"I consider myself a
an
ad
businessman,
ministrator, a developer of
systems," he said.
Venuto said for the past 10
years he has been deeply
enabout
concerned
vironmental
issues
as
founder and president of
"Citizens
Against
Air
Pollution."
He said the group’s
campaigns, which included
flooding the county with
aerial photos of illegal industrial polluters, "made me
a lot of enemies."
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1 SJSU offers unusual talents

Leisure program classes open

Ralph COIIZ

Activities include trampoline

Students fatigued by the academic grind or interested in
learning or perfecting some unusual talents need not leave
campus to pursue these ends.
Folk dancing, beginning and intermediate harmonica,
belly dancing, skin and scuba diving, leathercrafts, beginning guitar and yoga are a few of the classes being offered by
the A.S. Leisure Services Recreation Program.
According to the program’s coordinator, Penny Terry,
most of these activities will start within the next couple of
weeks.
The organization, which until last fall had been known as
the Associated Students Recreation and Intramurals
Program, will be offering a variety of activities in three
categories.
These are the recreation, intramurals and co-recreation
programs. The three programs are non-academic and are
funded by a $17,000 budget from the A.S. according to Terry.
"However, I am requesting an additional $10,000 for next
year," she explained. "This shows how the program has
grown since I first came here in September of 1973."

At that time the program consisted of 16 recreation classes.
It has now risen to 64.
The recreation program was designed primarily for the
purpose of providing activities by means of a loose sort of
organization at a low cost to the participants, Terry said.
The intramural program offers competitive and noncompetitive sport activities as the participant’s time permits. No fee is required for the intramural sports as is
required of some of the recreation classes.
The majority of the budget goes for the salaries of the officials and referees who direct the various sports in the intramurals program.
As far as the program itself goes, the intramural activities
are a fairly new thing, although "Experimental College was
doing some recreation programming before to a limited
degree," Terry said.
Such things as basketball, volleyball and badminton are
offered and equipment may be checked out for use during the
hours of 7-10 p.m. Monday through Friday and 12-5 p.m. on
Saturday.

Grievance standards reviewed

Code compromises adopted
By Gall Wesson
Compromise recommendations in the proposed
faculty grievance code were
adopted by the Academic
Professional
Council
Committee
Standards
Wednesday.
Recommendations call for
greater faculty.participation
in fact-finding procedures
and binding arbitration in all
grievance cases.
The faculty and adviewpoints
ministration
expressed compromise in
what Dr. David Elliott,
academic senator called a
"bureaucratic organization"
that couldn’t be democratic.
recommendations
The
give more faculty participation but still do not

provide for what Elliott
called "peer judgement" in
the final recommendation
state. Presently President
John H. Bunzel has that
power.
A major compromise
between faculty and administration points of view
would keep the fact finding
panel and allow the grievant
to be present at panel
testimony with right of
rebuttal to testimony and
presence of an attorney for
advice only. The fact finding
panel must decide if sufficient facts exists as a
grounds for grievance.
Dr. Robert Sasseen, dean
of faculty, wanted a fact
finding committee short of a
hearing because he said a

hearing would involve, "the
Dr. Donald Leu, dean of
dynamics of the current the School of Education said,
system" and ’’legal im- "the idea that the trustees or
plications"possible court Chancellor can override to
action which is trying to be me doesn’t mean you have a
avoided,
binding arbitration."
He said, "if you make that
Sasseen summed the
a hearing, you change the committee’s position by
whole concept of the plan." saying, "If it is binding
Dr.
David
Newman arbitration, let it be binCounseling center director, ding."
explained that what it boiled
The committee further
down to was "whether we recommended procedure
want to forego the hearing as changes in the area of
a trade off for arbitration." redefining "grievant,"
The committee agreed grounds for grievance,
that arbitration should be method of choosing a fact
binding on all parties in- finding panel and cost of the
volved including the Board proceedings.
of Trustees. In the proposed
The term grievant now
procedure the Trustees can includes all full-time tenured
choose to review the ar- and probationary academic
bitrator’s decision,
employees. The committee

agreed to suggest that all
academic, academic related
( such
as
employes
librarians) and full-time
temporary employees be
included. The plan excludes
part-time employes.
The proposed fact finding
panel will be a group of fulland
professors
time
associate professors chosen
by lot. The panel will have 10
to 50 members depending on
the individual campus.
Recommendations will be
taken by Elliott to a meeting
of the Faculty Affairs
Committee of the Academic
Senate this weekend. This
committee will write up a
final proposal which will be
presented to the Academic
Senate for approval.

Local lawyer wins Anthony award
The Susan B. Anthony
Award, presented in coinmemoration of the pioneer
woman liberationists’s 154th
birthday was given to Joan
Kurt Bradford, a San Carlos
attorney, for outstanding
contribution to the cause of
equal rights for women,

San Jose’s local chapter of
the National Organization
for Women I NOW) made the
presentation in a private
ceremony in Bradford’s
home.
Bradford, who began
studying law in 1964, was
given the award for her work

in promoting and developing
state and national legislation
concerning civil rights for
women.
Included in her list of
successes are the 1973
Supreme Court decision
regarding privacy rights for
women, and the State

wherein
bill
domicile
married women can now
maintain
seperate
their
residences
from
husbands and still be
recognized as citizens of the
State.
Bradford

first

gained

recognization in the widely
publiced "Lesbian Mother
Case."
In the 1972 case, first of its
kind in California, an admitted lesbian mother was
given custody of her three
minor children,

All that is required is a student body card.
Swimming is also offered through the program.
"I see in both programs a socialization process," Terry
explained. "It’s a good way for people to get out of their home
environments to meet people away from their regular
classes."
As for the intramural program, "it’s really for people who
are just interested in low -organized competitive sports," she
said.
Terry added that the overall program supplements and
enhances an academic education.
"Education is more than study and books all the time," she
said.
Fees are payable prior to the first meeting of class in the
A.S. Business Office in the Student Union.
Sign-ups for a volleyball clinic, sponsored by Leisure
Services, but not included in the schedule, will be held in the
A.S. Activities Office before March 1.
"This clinic is being run prior to intramural volleyball for
people to acquire some skills for the sport when it opens,"

Professor Counseling service
ttoonsipgehat k
eases pressures
The climate, geology and
the importance of the
Galapagos Islands in the
development of evolutionary
theory will be discussed by
Dr. William E. Ferguson on
Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. in DH
135.
This presentation will be
the first in a four-part lecture slide series on the
Galapagos Islands being
cosponsored by the SJSU
and
Club
Biophoto
Entomolgy Club.
Ferguson spent a month in
the Galapagos helping to
establish a naturalist-guide
program for national park
visitors.

Israeli prof
to lecture

"There are no failures
here. Everyone leaves
happy," explained Patty
Ceely, adviser of the
Counseling
Academic
Service. That’s where the
of
general
mystery
education
(G.E.)
requirements is explained in
a painless, tension free,
casual atmosphere.
The counseling center is
open to freshmen, transfer
students and any students
who have not yet completed
their G.E. requirements.
It utilizes video tape
machines, color coded wall
charts and worksheets to
seemingly
explain the
complex and varied options
available to students to
G.E.
the
satisfy
requirements.
Students may drop in at
Building R, room 10 from 10

Dr.
Arnon
Gutfield,
professor at Tel Aviv
University in Israel, will
speak on "Peace in the
Middle East" at 1 p.m.,
today in the SJSU Student
Union.
The public is invited to this
free event.

a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday
through Thursday and 8:30
a.m. to 5 p.m. Fridays. No
appointment is necessary.
Dr. James Sawrey, dean of
the School of Social Sciences,
is responsible for the
arranging of funding for the
program. Dr. Lowell Walter
is the program coordinator.
The center opened Jan. 28
and 120 students have used
the services.
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Poll rates Financial Aids Office high
SJSU Financial Aids Office received a high rating, according to a poll taken by the department.
A vast majority of students were satisfied by the services
of the office, Donald Ryan, director of Financial Aids said.
The poll was not a scientific poll and doesn’t necessarily
reflect the opinions of the campus as a whole. It reflects the
opinions of those responding to the questionnaire.
"The approval rate was consistent in every category
regardless of sex, ethnic background, marital staus or
economic background," Richard Pfaff, associate director of
Financial Aids said.
The questionnaire was distributed last November to 1,500
students with about 35 per cent returns.
However, the counselor’s interest in the students received
the highest rating, the survey showed. Seventy-three per cent
felt their questions were answered fully while 12 per cent said
they received unsatisfactory answers.
"What the students liked most about us is our human interest," the associate director said. "We try to de-

bureaucratize the office and spend time talking with the
students about their problems. In the end we tend to be a kind
of central traffic station for all kinds of problems from the
other departments."
A second area of high scoring was in the financial awarding
system. Sixty-two per cent said the interviewer helped them
receive the maximum amount of money they were expecting
while 17 per cent thought they could have received more.
Each student may receive up to $1,400 minus the amount he
or his family is expected to contribute towards the cost of his
education. Last year the office disbursed over 8 million to
approximately 6,000 needy students, Pfaff said.
"We received one of the largest allocations from the
government because a large number of students who would
normally attend a university such as ours are poverty level
students. We are not an upper middle class school," he said.
The majority of students received funds from school based
programs out of which $1.3 million went toward National
Defense Students Loans; $750,000 Educational Opportunity

Grants; $1 million, work study employment; $250,000
towards scholarships; $300,000 state EOP grants; $60,000,
nursing scholarship and loans and $80,000 toward law enforcement loans.
The questionnaire was an attempt to try to evaluate
student service.
"All we get are letters of dissatisfaction. We wanted to
honestly evaluate our student service," Pfaff said.
"San Jose State University’s Financial Aids Office has a
high reputation among other colleges and professional
people, but I was especially pleased that our own students
have given us such good marks," Ryan remarked.

JOIN THE TOWER

Applications deadline extended

HEW offers educational grant
Students who will be entering a college or university
for the first time on a fulltime basis may be eligible
for a basic educational opportunity grant from the
federal government.
The deadline for turning in
applications has been extended from Feb. 1 to April 1.

The U.S. Department of
and
Education
Health
Welfare spokesman extension was made to enable

those students who may have
not been aware of the
program to apply.
This is the first year of
operation of the basic grant
program. Students who will
be attending vocational and
technical schools are also
entitled to apply.

1973-74 school year range this notification to the school
from $260 to $460.
of his choice. The school will
To apply for a basic grant, then calculate the amount of
an application must be filled money he is entitled to.
Application forms are
out and mailed to P.O. Box
B, Iowa City, Iowa, 52240. available in the Financial
Within a month’s time the Aids Office, Room 234 in the
student will be notified of the Administration Building.
amount of contribution his They may also be obtained
family is expected to make. by writing to Box 84,
He will then have to submit Washington, D.C., 20044.

’rhe size of the grant will
be determined solely upon
the financial need of the
student and his family.
Individual grants for the
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Compelling rape drama
shows injustice, despair
By Joan Baldwin
An excellent performance
by Elizabeth Montgomery on
NBC’s Wednesday night
movie drove home the
disgust,
despair
and
hopelessness the victim: of
rape experiences.
In the movie, "A Case of
Rape," Montgomery begins
the movie as a happy-golucky, respected housewife
with a perfect marriage. By
the conclusion, Montgomery
has been raped twice,
to
cruel
submitted
questioning tactics, and can
only stand back and watch
her marriage crumble and
her self respect fade.
The
injustices
of
America’s rape laws were
never clearer. The rapist is
definitely protected over the
victim.
"Hanging a rape charge on
a man is a pretty serious
thing. Maybe you better
think about it," the police
detective warned Montgomery after she positively
identifies her fellow student
as the rapist.
During the trial, the
question on hand seems to
deal more with whether
Montgomery enjoyed being
raped, not that she was
raped.
Old boyfriends and past
affairs were dredged up by
the defense, seeming to

Lakeside Studio collection to be displayed at S.U. gallery

Original prints slated
The S.U. Art Gallery will
hold a one-day presentation
of
original
woodcuts,
lithographs and intaglio
prints Tuesday.
The showing, which is
from 10:30 a.m to 8 p.m.,
will contain prints of
Picasso, Albert Druer,
Jacques Callot and other

Night

"old masters" according to
Gallery sources.
Contemporary artists,
Misch Kohn, Richard Graf
and Dennis Beall will have
their works included in the
collection.
The presentation is put
together in the collection.
The presentation is put

Life

Grateful Dead emerge
at Winterland Arena
Bru
Leaders of San Francisco’s 1960’s rock renaissance, THE
GRATEFUL DEAD, will emerge for three dance concerts in
the Winterland Arena, San Francisco, tonight at 7 and
through the weekend.
Magic usually envelopes the Arena whenever the long-time
favorites of the rock scene perform. The Dead have accumulated a community of loyal followers who react to the
band’s performance as a spiritually-uplifting experience.
Riding the current wave of success from their "Wake Of
The Flood" album, the Dead have released a collection of
their greatest hits entitled "Skeletons From The Closet" to
coincide with their concert tour.
Oakland-based TOWER OF POWER, who feature "the
tightest horn section in existence," according to the San
Francisco Chronicle, will bring their soul-funky, kicking
rhythm sound to the Circle Star Theater in San Carlos.
Billed for tonight and two shows tomorrow, Tower of
Power will be preceded by the electrifying combo of LYDIA
PENSE and the equally eminent COLD BLOOD. If Power
and Blood are cooking in their usual form, the Circle Star will
probably boil over and vaporize.
African rhythms and languages will trim the linings of the
Boarding House, San Francisco, when HUGH MASEKELA
and his Ghanian band, HEDZOLEH SOUNDZ, perform their
"African Madness" revue tonight, tomorrow and Sunday
evening.
BUTCH WHACKS and THE GLASS PACKS, the fanatics of
rock and roll nostalgia, will be in Ben Lomand tonight and
tomorrow at the Town and Country Village.
Performing tonight at the Garrett in Campbell will be
GOLD RUSH and STEVE and BARB KRITZER. The Kritzers and JOE FERRARA will take the reins on Saturday and
then turn them over to KAREN CORY on Sunday.
The zanny antics of DR. HOOK and the MEDICINE SHOW
and the subtleness of TIM BUCKLEY will be presented this
Sunday on the U.C. Berkeley campus. ALICE STUART and
SNAKE complete the bill.
Disappointed JOHN DENVER fans will be happy to know
that a second performance has been scheduled to follow his
sold out show scheduled Saturday at the San Francisco Civic
Auditorium. Show time is 11:30 p.m.
The ROWAN BROTHERS, Chris and Lorin, will convey
their wholesome, optimistic music at the Chateau Liberte
tonight and tomorrow in Los Gatos. Sunday the Chateau will
feature EROS.
Andy Capp’s Tavern in Sunnyvale will offer the GARCIA
BROTHERS tonight and Saturday evening. On the same
nights at the Bodega in Campbell the hard driving sounds of
TRUCKIN will be displayed.
Saturday’s big attraction at the Santa Clara Fairgrounds in
San Jose will be RARE EARTH. The band is known for its
intense brand of soulful rock and roll. Ex-Canned Heat and
John Mayall bluesman HARVEY MANDEL and the SONS
OF CHAMPLIN round out the show.
Have a good weekend and remember the immortal words
of Archie Bell: "Lemmee put this hamburger down; I don’t
want no malt-I wanna dance.!"

BACK
LOX &
BAGELS

WELCOME

Free show
Initiating its spring season
The
tonight,
People’s
Cultural Center will present
Ramiro Perez and Alma del
Sol rendering contemporary
Latin American songs for
free at 286 S. 1st St. at 7:30.

brunch

SUN.11 :30
Hillel

75c members
$1.00 general
441 S. 10th St.

criperie
335 S. Winchester Blvd.
San Jose
Now! A complete selection of fine cocktails.

Lunch*Dinner*Late Supper
Open at 11 a.m. daily. Open Mon-Thurs. until midnight,
Fri. and Sat. until 1 a.m. Sun. until 9 p.m.
BankAmericard * Master Charge * American Express

together by the Lakeside
Studio of Lakeside, Mich. It
consists of over 1,000 original
prints and tours the country
each year stopping at major
museums and universities.
The three-man studio is
funded by a grant from the
National Endowments for
the Arts. Within a year, the
three printers print 50
editions on their own presses
and those of the Landfall
Press in Chicago and Fox
Graphics in Boston.

MONTALVO MUSIC

An evening of Renaissance

Terminal
Operator/
Billing
Clerk
NEED EXTRA

CASH?

Does your money
always seem to run out
before the month does?
Then here is the
solution. We have three
permanent
part-time
positions now available
on swing shift. These
positions will entail
working full time swing
shifts the last two weeks
of every month. To
qualify for these billing
operation jobs you must
possess the ability to
type 45-55
wpm and
have familiarity with a
ten key calculator by
touch. Some accounting
knowledge and experience are desirable,
but not required.
To see if we can meet
each others needs,
apply in person during
the week of February
25th, at our new offices
950 DeGuigne Dr. In
Sunnyvale
near
Lawrence Expressway
and Highway 101. We
are an equal opportunity employer M F.

UNICOM
SYSTEMS
Rockwell
International

DISCOUNT ON SERVICE
AND REPAIRS ON ALL
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC MODELS
Also

NEW FIATS
t00% Financing ANailable
(leasing)
375 SO. MARKET ST. 286-6500
PRESENT STUDENT BODY CARD FOR DISCOUNT

’Manuscript Paper
Guitars
Recorders ’Books
and other items
Batons
’Rent-to-own
instruments and guitars

MOYER MUSIC HOUSES
84 E. San Fernando St. 298-5404
1 block from state

$25 A DAY NO SELLING!
New Consumer Products Company
establishing routes
Students needed for delivery
of free samples

music will be presented by
the San Jose State University collegium musicum at
Villa Montalvo in Saratoga
tonight at 8.
The concert is free and will
be presented in the Carriage
House Theatre.

FRIDAY FLICK

STAR MOTOR IMPORTS

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

Area Ha ppenings
The film "Pete and Tillie’
to be shown tonight in Morris
Daily at 8 p.m., is only one of
a long list of fine movies
sponsored by AS.
Among the titles of films to
be presented in the future
are "Godfather", "Fritz the
Cat" and "Sounder."
Scheduled movie nights
are Wednesdays, Thursdays
and Fridays, with Thursdays
being a free night. A different film is shown each
night.
Admission to tonight’s
movie is 50 cents.
PIANO DUO
Ferrante and Teicher, the
piano duo, will be appearing
Monday, 8:30 p.m. at Flint
Center, DeAnza College,
Cupertino.
In their 26 years together,
Ferrante and Teicher have
recorded 75 albums and sold
over 20 million records.
Their awards include 14
gold record awards, ten gold
albums and four millionseller singles.
My Fair Lady, Midnight
Cowboy and other movie
themes are prevalent in their
repertoire.
Tickets run 5.50, 4.50, 3.50
and 2.50. They can be purchased at the door.

Small comfort can be
taken in the epilogue when it
is announced that the rapist
was convicted after he is
tried for raping his sixth
victim. But it’s too late for
Montgomery. All that’s left
to do is pick up the pieces
and carry on.
Is it any small wonder that
only 10-25 per cent of rapes
are reported’

prove what Montgomery’s
attorney stated, "only a
virgin can be raped."
It is during this segment
that Montgomery’s already
faltering marriage begins its
downward plunge as her
husband begins to think that
maybe she really did "dig
it."
"Ultimately, it is the
burden of the rape victim to
overcome a tradition of myth
and
bias
which
has
historically celebrated rape
in song and poem and
classical painting, equated
rapists with red-blooded he
men, victims with seductresses and in general
assumed time and again
there is no such thing as
rape," cited Bella Stumbo
whose Los Angeles Times
article was the basis for the
script.
The ultimate insult is
waged on Montgomery when
the rapist is found not guilty,
in spite of the fact that she
positively identified him and
that there was a witness to
the second rape.
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Call 732-6590 for interview appointment

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS

HELP WANTED

LEWIN’S METAPHYSICAL BOOKS
7644 Ashby Ave. Berkeley, Ca. 94705
Be a New Age Shopper Write for
Free Catalogue We Mail The Books.

OVERSEAS JOBS - Australia,
Europe, S. America, Africa.
Students all professions and oc.
cupations S700 to $3000 monthly.
Expenses paid, overtime, sight
seeing. Free information. TRANS
WORLD RESEARCH CO. Dept. Al.
P.O. Box 601 Corte Madera, Ca.
94925

PSYCHIC PHENOMENA classes
every Tues eve 8 pm at First
Congregational Church, 400 W
Campbell Ave.
FRIDAY FLICKS PRESENTS Pete
"n" Tillie, Walter Matthau & Carol
Burnett star Pete the "pistol" of a
lover & Tillie, his girlfriend. Feb. 22,
Morris Dailey Aud. 7 & 10 pm. 5.50.
INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL sign
ups now through Feb. 25 Rosters
available in Student Activities
Office,
GUYS AND GALS-loin a college age
ballet class at Eufrazia School of
Ballet. Basic "technique" for
beginning dancers. Small classes,
individual
attention
Beverly
Eufrazia Grant, director, 241 1300

STUDENT CAR INSURANCE with
Farmers Ins. Group 25 per cent
discount for 3.0 GPA low non smoker
rates also. Call days 948 0223.
AUTO INSURANCE Specializing in
Auto and Renter’s Insurance for
Students We have the lowest rates
available. All applicants placed
regardless of record. Call Mike
Foley 241 3900 or 378 1335 for phone
quotation.

FOR SALE

NEED responsible young couple to
manage apts. Close to College, Free
2 berm apt. Call 997.2120
WANTED STEREO LOVERS It need
a house or apt. See RENTEX today.
100’s of rentals all areas and prices
494W. San Carlos. 7 days 8 a.m. to 9
P.m.

MASSUESE WANTED, top pay. Will
train Call 732,8670 any day between
38 pm.
WAITRESS, cocktail and food, part
time, 21 yrs. old. Call 297 7209

URGENTLY needed female room
mate to share expenses
large 3
bdrrn house 5 miles from campus quiet & clean $115. mo. 578.2659, Teri

HOUSING

HOUSE TO SHARE, 3 Bdrms. 1 or 2
Males Feb. or Mar. 1. 575. to 580.
my 3 miles from SJSU., 954
Idiewasel Dr 5.J, 2138160 7 am or
after 7 pm

MENLarge, cheerful rooms, wail to
wall carpet, furnace heat & outside
entrance 406 S 11th St.
1 BEDROOM IN HOUSE, $100.mo.
kitchen priv., color to. Call Ann 923
5873

HOUSE TO LEASE 3 bdrrns Feb or
Mar I. $250., 1st blast, Smiles from
SJSU 954 Idlewood Dr. S.J. Call 243
8168 7 am or after 7 pm.

FURN. APT. two berm,
blk from
SJSU. Rent cut $140.. 4 clOsets.
Girls, 419 So. 10th St. 9.230 P.M.

CLEAN, QUIET, FURNISHED one
berm apt, Po blks from campus.
Has much storage space, own car
stall, & many extra features. 1135
mo. & fully refundable deposit, 556 S.
5th St. Apt, 20, call 295 7513.

GIRL roommate needed to share ’73
trailer w other girl. Within bike
riding dist. Serious student only. $40
mo. 0111. Incl. 2940724.
FRIENDLY FEMALE ROOMATE
over 21, good student to share 2
bedrm. 2 bath apt dishwasher;
airconditioned; complete gym. Bike
to State, Call anytime 297.1048
Eileen. Rent $62. share or $90. own
room & bath.
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED or
unfurnished. $125, per month
Excellent location, Walking distance
to carnpuS. 140 North 15th St. Call for
an appointment 214,3650.

SAVE THIS AD. Most rnalor brands of
quality stereo components available
at dealer cost plus 10 per cent
Additional discounts available on
guaranteed used equipment. Lowest
prices in the Bay Area Call 252 1028
after 5 Pm

MODERN APTS. 460 S. 4th St. $200,
210.7 bdrm 2bath; 1 berm. 130.155..
also sleeping rrns at $75. Private
balconies, off St parking. Tel 275.
6669 or 793 5974.

FOR SALE. Gibson SG II electric
guitar. excellent cond. 1225 also
Fender Twin Reverb amp, good
cond. $300. Call Rick 257.2397

FREE COTTAGE FOR GIRL (single)
in exchange for 1, hrs ranch &
home work per day. Car necessary
bath 5 mi to campus 14750
Clayton Rd. 25$ 1276.

FOOT ILACKLIGHT
S23.95
COMPLETE 18" BLACKLIGHT
512.99. NEW SUMMER KING SIZE
TAPESTRIES S7.50 INCENSE
PACK OF 25 for 79 cents LARGE
VARIETY OF VELVET POSTERS
LARGE VARIETY OF PATCHES.
IRON ON TRANSFERS 7$ cents
IMPORTED WALKING CANES
FROM
INDIA
PIPES AND
PARAPHANALIAS
STROBE
LIGHTS ONE BLOCK FROM THE
COLLEGE 80 E. SAN FERNANDO
ST

APT. FOR RENT, couples only. 2
berm. furnished 514S mo. 5100
deposit. 441 So. 5th St. 295.0963

TELEPHONE SOLICITOR. Mahe
(must b00001) Sat. & Sun. arronIngs.
20 hrs. weak 175,0001’ comm. onion
Thumb Lawn Service 2454020

VITAMINS
COSMETICS,
photofinishing & lots of strange
things. At Bill’s College Pharmacy.

4

HOUSE FOR RENT, close to school. 3
berm, $240. rho. call after 5 torn. 793
8161

WANTED IMMEDIATELY
Girl
student needs nursing attendant
weekends only. 52 hr Call Pat, eve.
177 8534.

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO-MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE
TIRED OF BEING R IPPED OFF?
Call CSIS, originators of Student
Auto insurance. Lowest Rates. No
Student refused. Call 289.8681 or stop
by 404 So. 3rd St.. Second floor. (3rd
& San Salvador)

WILLOW GLEN WEST is a quiet and
ideal student living. Setting 10 min.
from campus near Curtner and old
Almaden Road. Two and Three
Bedroom units and Townhouses,
furnished and Unfurnished, Patios,
Balconies,
Spacious pleasant
grounds, Pool. Saunas, Rev Room,
Starting S175.00 WILLOW GLEN
WEST APTS. 2118 Canoes Gardens
Ave. 266-1474.

"FREE COTTAGE" need cook 5 eve,
meals and It cleaning Single girl
Near Bus Call 265 199$
MEN STUDENTS: Vacancy in Roger
Williams House, 116 S 10th 1200 per
sew Call 295 2035
TOWNHOUSE APT. 11, bath Furn.
Available March 1st, 5 blk from
Eng. Bldg. 294.7788 or Cle.3277 after
7 p.m.
2 BEDROOM APT. S15.5. Art Studio or
basement $40. on 1119 St Call 292
6106
LA DONNA APTS. 1 bedroom apts
$130 w new carpets and turn Quiet
atmosphere, near campus 215S 4th
St Call Ben, 2068383 or John 356
5705
FURN. APT. FOR 2 -spacious
clean, quiet, near college All util
Pd Rees Call 793 4401 after 6 p

HOUSE FOR RENT a bedroom, 4
bath. 5430 month 125S 14th St 265
3100

FURN. ROOM FOR GIRLS-Clear,.
quiet, newly decorated Kit. priv
new stove & reg Pri. yd. Near
College Rees. Call 293.4401 after 6
P

URGENT NEED FEMALE ROOM.
MATE BEFORE Feb. 15, it possible.
to share large 3 berm house $76
Plus utilities call 738.2021 after 3
pm Shelia or 288 9257 after 5pm
Lowenda.

QUIET UPSTAIRS RM, in pvt home
for straight, serious male student.
near SJSU 297 6079

STUDENT TYPING
Close
Campus 65 cents babe. 991.1369

LOST 8. FOUND
$25.00 REWARD for female black lab.
Red license tags Answers to Lucy
160 S. 12th Phone 292.0634.
LOST DOG Lab mix Black & White.
One white foot. Answers to Bosco.
Male, REWARD! Call 298.1089.

PERSONALS
MEN!
WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS,
No experience required. Excellent
Oar. Worldwide travel. Perfect
summer lob or career, Send $3.00 for
Information. SEAFAX. Dept. 1-C
P.O. Box 2049, Port Angeles,
Washington 98362
YOUNG LADY WANTED to attend
Bay Area swing parties! 259.0196
JONI MITCHELL TICKETS wanted
for Berkeley concert Prefer Sat
night, but will take other, 287 8580
aft. 3
SENSITIVE YOUNG GENTLEMAN
w C_P and voice defect is looking
for a lasting relationship with an
understanding female FREE rent
offered in exchange for kindness &
companionship Call 298.7305 aft, 5
pm.

SERVICES
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Master’s
Reports
Dissertations
Marianne Tamberg
137 Escobar
Ave. Telephone: 346.424 Los Gates
RENT A TV OR STEREO, free
delivery, free service Call Esche’s
201.2590

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY Gentle,
All Natural color, photography for
your wedding. You keep all photos
taken plus the original negatives
and afree white embossed album.
Budget priced for highest quality
work Please call for details.
Photography by Dale Maggio 2922601.
BOOKBINDING Theses, Manuscripts.
collected papers, magazines etc.,
Prompt service Day or Eve. 356.
1912

TRANSPORTATION
EUROPE -. ISRAEL -- AFRICA
STUDENT FLIGHTS ALL YEAR
ROUND. CONTACT: ISCA, 11687
San Vicente Blvd. Apt. No. 4 L.A.
Calif. 90049 TEL. OM 126.5669 or
17141 2173010,
FLYING SOON? Well. "It pays to be
young with TWA"
Your TWA
Campus
Representative
Dill
Crawford 225 7262 can help you
make your GETAWAY Fly at 11 per
cent off with TWA Youth passport &
take up to 24 months 10 pay with a
FREE GETAWAY CREDIT CARD,
Call 225 7262 for information after
5:00 For reservations call 298.6400
or your local travel agent
EXPERIMENTS IN TRAVELING:
Eighth annual on regimented
student programs 8 wks in Europe,
vyks. in Israel Europe 6 wks
Europe. Contact Barbara Nevins
Student Services West, Inc 287 8240.
SUMMER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
rd trip -plus inter European
flights, rail passes. international ID
cards and more Ask for Barbara at
Student Services West. 235 East St
Clara. No 710 or phone 2178301

SPARTAN
DAILY
CLASSIFIED
277-3175
arrig

FOR SALE Panasonic SD 84 am fin
stereo radio record player w
headphones $80 Call Joyce 777 8748

3 lines

TYPIST, EXPERT, ACCURATE. Can
edit papers and Masters Near City
College Mrs Aslanian 798 4104.
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Gingrich out

Sports

Hurler shelved
freshman fireballer out of Southern
California.
Friar, whose name isn’t even listed on the
varsity roster yet, is currently finishing out
the frosh-soph basketball season before
sharpening up his diamond skills.
In what could prove to be a turning point
in preseason play, the Spartans take to the
road this weekend to face St. Mary’s on
Friday afternoon and Hayward State in a
doubleheader on Saturday before returning
to Buck Shaw Stadium Sunday afternoon to
tangle with Santa Clara.
The Spartans don’t play the Broncos until
last but it’s still Santa Clara that poses the
biggest threat besides the loss of Gingrich.
They (Santa Clara) have the best record
in Northern California thus far," Menges
said. And they’re strong in all phases. It’s
going to make a heck of a good game."
The Broncos have only one loss in eight
outings this season and while SJSU is
already 0-2, Menges isn’t too worried about
win-loss records this early in the season.
"Despite last week’s losses, I know we’re
still a pretty good team," Menges said,
reflecting on last Monday’s 2-1 and 1-0
setbacks to the Bears.
"We’ll start getting the breaks; it’ll just
take time," he added.

By Joey Scanapico
Jeff Gingrich, the mainstay in the SJSU
pitching rotation this season, underwent
surgery Tuesday night for a ruptured appendix.
According to head coach Gene Menges,
Gingrich was "up on his feet" Wednesday
but probably won’t be ready to play until
late next month, hopefully in time for the
March 29 Pacific Coast Athletic Association
opener with Fresno State.
"Of course we’re hoping the rest of the
staff will be able to fill in," the Spartan
mentor said. "But it’s be like taking Sandy
Koufax out of the Dodgers."
Gingrich, who missed Monday’s
preseason opener against U.C. Berkeley
because he was recovering from an intestinal infection, had been hospitalized
earlier in the month for treatment before
being readmitted Tuesday.
The loss of Gingrich drops the starting
rotation, or what appears to be the starting
rotation at this early date, to three pitchers.
Steve Gordon-Forbes and Steve Hinckley,
who both started in Monday’s doubleheader
with Cal, are expected to share most of the
workload along with Randy Zylker.
Also looking for a regular spot on the
mound will be Don Orndorff, Pat Martin,
Tim Walsh, Rene Trvino, and Steve Friar, a

Freshman baseball team
scores second win, 4-2
By Blaise Castren
Strong pitching and solid
defense led the SJSU freshman baseball team to its
second straight scrimmage
win Wednesday as the
Spartababes dumped
Gavilan J.C. of Gilroy, 4-2.
Coach San Piraro used
four pitchers in the win,
Gordon Gunther, Gary
Yanis, Bruce Fraser and
John Nicosa, and was
pleased with the performance of all of them.
"Our pitching was real
good," voiced Piraro, "in
addition to the four who
pitched against Gavilan, we
have Kirk Brown and Greg
Queen who should be our top
two pitchers."
Brown, Queen and Nicosa
combined to strike out 14
batters in the team’s earlier
victory over West Valley, 6Piraro was also happy
with the defensive work of
his team.
"Our infielders have been
great so far. Dave Harriss is
a superb fielder at second
and his back-up Rich
Guardino is also a fine infielder. On the other side of
the infield John Woolf and

Phil Eads give us a solid
fielding unit," continued the
first-year coach.
In Wednesday’s contest
the Spartababes only came
up with six base hits, paced
by Stan Konte’s two, but
Piraro expects the batters to
pick up their hitting soon.
We have the potential to
be good hitters, but we just
need a little more work," he
added.
In evaluating his team’s
first two efforts Piraro was
enthusiastic as to what his
team could accomplish in the
upcoming
32 -games
schedule.
"I’m sure we’ll finish far
better than the 11-19 last
year’s squad finished at, and
we have an excellent chance
at becoming the best freshman team in San Jose State
history."
Piraro should know, he
was a member of the best
SJSU team in 1971 ( 17-9), and
is still a student here.
According to Piraro, much
of the credit to building this
year’s team should go to
varsity coach Gene Menges,
"Menges went out and
recruited some fine talent,
said Piraro, he went and got

SJSU judo team
wins first meet
Revenge is a great
motivator for psyching up
athletic teams and it was
very obviously working last
Wednesday as the SJSU Judo
team demolished both U.C.
Berkeley and San Francisco
State in the first tri-meet of
the year.
Revenge played an important part of the victory
against Berkeley because
last year Berkeley was the
first team to break SJSU’s
string of dual meet wins.
Yosh Uchida, coach of the
SJSU Judo team, said "They
looked pretty good." But
pretty good wasn’t enough
for Berkeley as the Spartans
won 67-43.
Against San Francisco
State, the Spartans met the
Gators for the first time in
team competition and the
final score was a devastating
105-10 win for SJSU.
The most outstanding
performance of the night

came from Greg Takeda, a
first degree brown belt, who
in 30 seconds pinned his man
and won the match against a
first degree black belt from
Japan.
"I was afraid at first, he
was a black belt," said
Takeda, "But after the
match started, he was
easy."
Other outstanding matches came from Jim McFaul
who threw both opponents he
faced for full points and from
Bill Kauffold who not only
won both matches but had
the most beautifully excecuted throw of the night.
Other wins came from
team captain Dan Kikuchi,
Dennis Ruth, Steve Hoyt,
John Baggot and Craig
Hanada. All the wins were by
full points.
"I think we didn’t look to
bad," said Uchida. "We
should look better in the next
few weeks."

a lot of players from
Southern California, and
from other parts of the
state."
Menges did such a good job
of recruiting that he has
"swiped" two of the top
freshman players, Steve
Friar and Kevin Barbieri
and placed them on the
varsity team.
The Spartababes will look
to continue their winning
ways Tuesday as they will
meet Santa Clara High
School at Washington Park.
They will open their 20-game
Bay Area Collegiate League
slate by hosting the U.C.
Berkeley frosh for a
Saturday
doubleheader,
March 2, at noon.

Winning team;
no support
By Terry Day
Wrestling at most West
Coast schools is a lost activity. SJSU is no exception.
Crowded out by basketball,
the wrestling program has
had to survive on its own
with a limited budget and
little student support.
But the one difference that
SJSU can claim for all other
schools on the Coast, is that
they have proven themselves
worthy of more attention
than they have been getting.
On Saturday, the Spartans
proceeded to win their 14th
consecutive dual meet
against Fresno State. With
that win the SJSU grapplers
improved their dual meet
record to 14-6, overall.
Now, you say, they won
their last 14, but lost their
first six? How come?
The answer is very simple.
When wrestling against
tough opponents like UCLA
and Cal Poly, San Luis
Obispo, it is going to be a
rough night. Both UCLA and
Cal Poly are rated tops in the
state and full -scholarship
men participating in the
wrestling program.
This is opposed to SJSU
which has only two fullscholarship men and a very
meger budget.
When you are able to get
top wrestlers you have
strong teams, but when you
have to recruit with a limited
budget and few promises, it
is hard to get the people
necessary to produce a
winning squad. That is the
main reason the Spartans
lost the six initial matches.
But after meeting Humbolt
State, with was 17-0 at the
time, things began to
change.

A well-balanced L.A. State
basketball squad invades the
San Jose Civic Auditorium
tomorrow night in hopes of
knocking off the Spartans for
the second time this season.
The two team’s first
meeting in Los Angeles
resulted in a 78-69 victory for
the Diablos.
Depending on the results of
last night’s SJSU vs. Fresno
State and L.A. State vs. the
University of Pacific game,
tomorrow night’s tilt may be
"crucial" for both teams.
The Spartans, 11-11 going
into last night’s game in
Fresno, are hoping to post
their first winning season in

five years. With only two
games remainingon the
road against San Diego State
and Long Beach Statethe
Spartans are almost forced
to win tomorrow to finish
with a winning season.
The Diablos, who boast
four players averaging in
double figures, are running
neck -and-neck with U.C.
Santa Barbara for secondplace league honors and a
berth in the NCi,A Tournament. Any loss this week
would critically hinder their
chance for post-season
competition.
In last year’s game between the Spartans and the

only
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EarThe San Jose
thquake’s, the area’s new
pro soccer club, is now accepting applications for a
dance group called The
Shakers.
Applicants must be 18 or
older and enjoy dancing,
singing and - or soccer.
The group will be patterned after the 49er
Nuggets. The group will
entertain during all home
games and represent the
Earthquakes at a number of
civic and charitable activities in the Bay Area.
Interested girls should
call, 998-KICK, for additional
information and tryout
times.
The Earthquakes will play
their home games in Spartan
Stadium beginning this
spring.

Rated "R"
Al Paclno
"SERINCO"
"FRIENDS OF
EDDIE COYLE"

BAY SHORE
Rated "R"
Clint Eastwood
"MAGNUM FORCE"
"THE CANDIDATE"
"STRAW DOGS"

TROPKAIRE
No.)
"Rated PG"
John Wayne
Paul Newman
"JUDGE ROY BEAN"

TROPICAIRE
No.2
Rated "A"
"BLACK BELT JONES"
"HAMMER OF GOD"
"CHINESE
PROFESSIONALS"

ORIGINAL SAM’S
Presents
Dirty Butter Jug Band

Fri. & Sat. 9:30
Get it on with the sounds while enjoying a cold
!leer, glass of wine, or refreshing cocktail. Remember
No Cover
ORIGINAL SAM’S
849 W. San Carlos
NM in

Associated Students Presents

AT THE

COFFEEHOUSE
Warner Bros. Recording Artist

Diablos at the Civic, it was a
last second shot by Johnny
Skinner that gave the local
cagers a 91-90 victory over
L.A.
Tipoff for tomorrow’s
contest is 8 p.m., with a 5:45
preliminary featuring the
SJSU J.V.’s against Stanford
J.V.’s.
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Humbolt that gave us the lift
we needed," Kerr said.
"The team has finally
come around and I don’t see
how we can stop after going
this far. We are defending
conference champs and I
want this one worse than last
time, because it will prove to
everybody we are a good
team," Kerr continued.
Top individuals on the
Spatan squad are Dan Kids
at 118. Kida is the defending
Pacific Coast Athletic
Association champion at 118
and an All-American by
virtue of placing fifth in the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association finals last year.
"Danny is the strong,
silent leader of the team, he
doesn’t talk much, but lets
his performances on the mat
tell the story," Kerr said.
"Jim I.ucas is the guy who

gets up for a match," Kerr
said. "In turn he’ll get
everybody up, which makes
it easier to coach. I.ucas has
a good chance at the PCAA
title, because he is always in
the right frame of mind,"
Kerr concluded.
Oscar Trevino is another
in a long list a proven mat
veterans. "Oscar is a gutsy
wrestler," Kerr said. "He is
the kind of a guy that will
give all he has to win, he
never gives up."
It is easy to just go on and
on, about the Spartans hopes
for a second PCAA title, but
the fact still remains they
will be facing some tough
competition.
"If everybody places
(points are awarded to the
top four finishers) we’ll win,
easily’. If we really blow it
we’ll come in second," Kerr
said confidently.
Very
confidently.
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stort your semester WRITE . . .with
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THREE PERFORMANCES ONLY’
Fri., Feb. 22, 8 30PM, MASONIC AUDITORIUM, SF
Sat., Fib. 23, 8:00PM, ZELLERBACH AUDITORIUM, Berkeley
Sun., Feb. 24,8 30PM, FLINT CENTER, Cupertino

"The team decided to get
tougher," said Coach Terry
Kerr, reflecting on the
winning streak. "We had
been down and after beating
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Spartans in crucial tilts,
seek a winning season
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JOB PROSPECTING
The Navy recruiting team
will be on campus
February 27th and 28th
in Building "Q", Room 3
from 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
OR, February 25th through
March 1st at the Aero Dept.
from 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
See the Navy Officer
Recruiters about job
opportunities the Navy

can offer you.
Also ask about our
scholarships and reserve
officer candidate programs.
We can offer you a job
of the future with a true
challenge and unlimited
opportunities for advancement
and personal growth.
We hope to see you.
52/53
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